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Abstract--Extending the results from the univariate case in a paper by Gal and Szabados, in 
this paper, we prove that the bivariate interpolation operators of Hermite-Fej@r p eserve some kinds 
of monotonicity and convexity of bivariate functions, in the neighborhoods of some points. Also, 
quantitative r sults are proved, i.e., estimates ofthe magnitudes for these neighborhoods are obtained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is evident that because of the interpolation conditions, the interpolating operators do not 
preserve the shape of a univariate function f,  on the whole interval that contains the points 
of interpolation. Many years ago, Popoviciu [1-3] proved the following result of qualitative 
type: for the classical univariate Hermite-Fej@r polynomials based on the Jacobi-type knots, 
there still exist some points (independent of the function f)  around whom the monotonicity of f 
is preserved. Containing these ideas, in the very recent papers [4,5], quantitative versions of 
Popoviciu's results (i.e., estimates for the lengths of these neighborhoods of preservation) were 
first obtained, then, in addition, the case of convexity of f was considered, and finally, all these 
problems were treated for Shepard operators, for Grfinwald interpolation polynomials, and for 
Kryloff-Stayermann interpolation polynomials. 
A key result used in the above-mentioned papers for the proofs of qualitative-type r sults is 
the following simple one. 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [3].) Let  f:[a,b] --~ ]~, a < x l  < x2 < . . .  < xn <_ b, and Fn( f ) (x )  = 
~in=l h i (z ) f (x i ) ,  where hi e Cl[a,b] and ~-~in=l hi(x) = 1, Vx  • [a,b]. 
This paper was written during the fall semester 2000, when the second author was a visiting professor at the 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN. 
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(i) We have 
F-(s)(~) = ~ - ~ h~(~) Is (~,,~) - f (~,)]. 
i=i j=1 
(ii) I f  there exists xo 6 (a,b) such that h'l(xo) < O, h'(xo) > O, and the sequence h'i(xo), 
h~(xo),.. . ,  h~n(xo) has a unique variation of sign, then 
i 
- ]~  h;(~0) < o, 
j=O 
for all i = 1, n - 1, 
and consequently, by (i), there exists a neighborhood V ( xo ) of Xo, where the monotonicity 
of f assumed on the whole [a, b] is preserved. 
In this paper, qualitative and quantitative results for bivariate Hermite-Fej4r polynomials are 
obtained. 
2. BIVARIATE HERMITE-FEJ l~R POLYNOMIALS 
If g: [-1, 1] --* R and -1  < Xn,n < xn-l,n < "'" < xl,n < 1 are the roots of Jacobi polyno- 
mials J(a'~)(x), then it is well known (see, e.g., [3] or [5]) that the (univariate) Hermite-Fej4r 
polynomials based on the roots above are given by Fn(g)(x) = EiL1 hi,n(x)g(xi,n), where 
e" (z~,~) 
n 
e.(~) e.(~) = 1]  (~ - ~',-) • e~,.(~) = [(~ _ ~,.)  e (~,.)1' , _ _~ 
We have n E i= l  hi,n(2) ---- 1, for all x 6 [-1, 1]. 
Now, if f: [-1, 1] × [-1, 1] --* R, then according to, e.g., [6], the bivariate Hemite-Fej4r polyno- 
mial is defined by 
nl r$2 
Fna,n2(f)(x'Y) = E ~ h(1) " "h(2) " "" (x!l) 'x(2) "~ 2__. ~,~,tx) j,~,LY)J 3,~2 (1) %n 1 
i=l j=l 
where h (1) (x~ X !1) i = 1,nl, and h! 2) (y), and x (2) i,n~ J, ,,n~, "':,n2 j,n2' J = 1,n2 are defined as in the univariate 
case above, hi ,n2 6 N. 
We easily see (see, e.g., [6]) that 
{x O) x (2) h (x! 1) ,x! 2) h Vi = 1,nl, j = 1,n2. F.~,n2(f) \ i,n,, j,,~21 = f \ ,,n, : ,n21' 
The key result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. With the notations above, we have 
O2Fn, ,n2 (f)(x, y) ~-~ h(1)' (2)' 
= [~Z._~ p,m (x) " hq, re(y) 
OxOy ~=1 t\p=~ [ j= l  q=l 
x ( f  (xg) x(.2) ~ / (1) x(2) 
/ (1) X(2) ~ /X(1) X(2) ~ ~[  - f  ~Xi+l,m'. :,n2] + f \ i+l,m, j+l,n~}} j ]  • 
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PROOF. We observe 
OF=,,== (f)(z, v) 
Ox 
It follows 
j=l 
j=l 
- f  
= E h(1)'p,nl (X) • 
7=1 p=l 
x (f (z (1) z(2) \ 7,n1' s,n2] - f 
n7,1 17, 2 
E ~-~ h!l)'(x)h~2)n.>(y)f (x !1) X(2) t,nl k Z,nl' j,'n,2J i=1 j=l 
(1/' (2) hT,nl(x)f(xi,nl,zj,n2) hj,,~2(Y) 
\7=1 
[ n£1(£h(1) '  (x'~ ~ ' )  t is / (, (~) x Czi : , ,  zs.~ ) p,nl ~ 
i=1 p=l 
X(1) (2) ~'~ ] . h(2) 
i+ l ,n1 'X j ,n2) )  ?,n2 (Y) 
t s= l  
X(1) X(2) ~) / ] 
i+l,nl' 3m2] 
(by Lemma 1.1(i)) 
O2Fn,,.~ (y)(z, y) 
OxOy 
n~--~l [ /£h(1) '  (~ ,  {jn=~ 1 (2) 
= hj,n2(V ) i=1 p=l P'lil "~ ]) 
,# ,J 
= (2)' .,o,..) <I E 
i=1 p=l t j=l \q=l i 
x ( f  f (1) (2) ~ f (1) (2) 
'x (1) ,~(.~)~ (z(') ,,(~) "~/ --f • i+l,nl 3,n2] + f t i+l ,n l  j+ l ,n2] ]  , 
J] 
which proves the theorem. 
Also, we need the following. 
(by Lemma 1.1(i)) 
| 
DEFINITION 2.2. (See, e.g., [7, p. 33].) We say that f: [a, b] x [c, d] --* R is bidimensional or 
hyperbolical upper (lower) monotone on [a, b] x [c, d] if 
A2(f)(x,  y; oG,8) = f (x  + o~, y + 13) -- f (x,  y +/3) -- f (x  + oe, y) + f(x,  y) > O, 
(<_ O, respectively), for all a ,~ >_ 0 and (x,y) e [a,b] x [c,d] such that (x +a,y+/3) e [a,b] x [c,d]. 
REMARK. If f E C2([a,b] x [c,d]) and ~ > 0, for all (x,y) e [a,b] x [c,d], then f is 
bidimensionM upper monotone on [a, b] x [c, a~ (see, e.g., [8]). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let nl  = 2pl, n2 = 2/)2 be even numbers; and let us consider the bivariate 
Hermite-Fejdr polynomials Fn,,n2(f)(x,y) given by (1), based on the roots _(1) i = 1,nl  of 
d'i,nl 
Al-Ultra-sphericM polynomials of degree nl with "~1 > --1 (1.e., the Jacobi polynomials J(n~ 1'~1) 
with a l  = B1, A1 = a l  + i l l+ l ,  -1  < c~1, fll < 1), and on the rootsx(2) j = 1,n2 of 
-- J,n2 ' 
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AZ-ultraspherical polynomials of degree n2, J~2’p2), X2 > -1 (i.e., (~2 = P2, X2 = cr2 + p2 + 1, 
-1 < ~2, j32 I 1). There exists a constant c > 0 (independent of f and nl, n2) such that if 
f: [-l,l] x [-l,l] -+ 1 is bidimensional monotone on [-1,l) x [-l,l], then F,,,n2(f)(x,y) is 
bidimensional monotone (of the same monotonicity) on I(-c/n:, c/n:) x (-c/n:, c/n!). 
PROOF. By the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [5] ( see relation (2) and the last relation there), we have 
2 gylYl (x > 0, 2 hg2 (Y) > 0, Vi=l,nr-1, j=1,n2-1, 
p=l q=l 
V’2E (-<& VYE (-$-$. 
Taking into account Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
which by the remark after Definition 2.2 proves the theorem. I 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let us consider F,l,n2 (f)(x, y) given by (I), based on the roots of Jacobi 
polynomials Jo”“), JgBYp2) of degree nr and n2, respectively with ai,fli E (-l,O], i = 1,2. 
If c is any root of the poJynom;aJ ti,” (x) and 77 is any root of the polynomial &T’ (y) (here _&i’ (x) = 
ny&(z - xi:;,), &1’(y) = nyir(y - x$~~~)), then there exists a constant c > 0 (independent of 
nr,n2 and f) such that if f is bidimensional monotone on [-l,l] x [-l,l], then F,,,,,(f)(x,y) 
is bidimensional monotone (of the same monotonicity) on 
77 
% % 
--q+- i’+% ’ 7+272 c (-111) x (-1, l), 
n2 122 
where 
cc = (1 - 52;s,z+s, ’ cq = (1 _ V2;5/2+62 ’ yi = max{Lyi, &}, i = 1,2, 
and 
61 = 
{ 
al, if0 I < < 1, 
Pl, if -l<c<O, 
(5, = 
{ 
;;’ 
ifOlq<l, 
, if -l<n<O. 
PROOF. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 above and of Theorem 2.2 in [5]. 
REMARKS. 
(1) 
(2) 
Because .!!it)’ and &t)’ have exactly nr - 1 and ns - 1 roots in (-1, l), respectively, it 
follows that in (-1,1) x (-1, l), there exists a grid of (nr - l)(nz - 1) points (5,~) from 
Corollary 2.4. 
From Remark 1, after Theorem 2.2 in [5], it follows that if 5 and r,~ are near the endpoints 
in the ultraspherical case, for example, (i.e., (pi = pi E (-l,O), i = 1,2), then the best 
possible bidimensional interval of preservation of bidimensional monotonicity is (E - c/n:, 
t - c/n?) x (77 - cl& v - cln22). 
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In what follows, we will extend the convexity problem from the univariate case of [5]. In this 
sense, we need the following. 
DEFINITION 2.5. (See, e.g., [9].) We say that f: [-1, 1] x [-1, 1] --* R is strictly double convex on 
[--1,1] x [--1,11, " 2,y 2,~ K Ah, [Ah~ f(a,b)] > O, for all h1,h2 > O, (a,b) E [--1,1] x [-1, 1], with a ± h2, 
b ± hi ~ [-1, 1], where 
2~X Ah= f(cg, 13) = f(o~ -k h2,/~) -- 2 f (a , /~)  + f(o~ -- h2,/3) 
and  
A2h'Yf(a, f l) = f(a,/3 + hl) - 2f (a , /~)  + f (a ,  j3 - h , ) .  
REMARK. By the mean value theorem, it is easy to see that if ~ (x, y) > 0, for all (x, y) E 
[-1, 1] 2, then f is strictly double convex on [-1, 1] 2. 
Now, let nl,  n2 ~ 3 be odd and let us consider as Fnl,~2 (f)(x, y) the Hermite-Fej6r interpo- 
lation polynomials given by (1), based on the roots _(1) i = 1, nl, and x(. 2) j -- 1, n2 of the ~bi~ n ' J~n2 ' 
Al-ultraspherical polynomials p(n~ ) of degree n~ and A2-ultraspherical polynomials p(~2) of de- 
gree n2, respectively, A1, A2 E [0, 1], and the C6tes-Christoffel numbers of the Gauss-Jacobi 
quadrature 
(1) 22-AlTr IF (~) ]  ~i,nl := 
× (x! 1)  1-2 
L m \ ~,m/J ' i • 1,nl, 
A! 2) :=22-A2r F 
3,n: F(n2 + 1) 1 -  ~xj,n2 j j 
]-2 
x rP. (;~2)' (xj,n:) j = 1,n2. n2 
F(n l+ l )  i -  k ,,n~] 
-1 
THEOREM 2.6. I f /E  C([-1, 1] x [-1, 1]) satisfies 
i=l j=l 3,=2 ~Xi,n Xj,n2 ) 
> O, 
then Fn,,n2 (f)(x, y) is strictly double convex in V(O, O) = {(x, y); x 2 + y2 < d2n,,n2 }, with 
(nl--1)/2E (n2--1)/2E)~(1) /~(2) A2,Y [A2'X f(0,0)] / (X(1) ~(2) nln2 
i=1 j=l .7,,,2 L *,nl 
Idol,n21 >- cf,~,,~2 (nl + n2 -5) 
where Cfl,~l,~2 > 0 is independent o[nl and n2. 
PROOF. We observe 
(2) 
04F,~,n2(f)(x,Y) ~ h(2)", , ( ~__~1 'p" [ (1)  (~) "x'~ 
Ox20y2 = j=l j,n2 [Y) h~,~l (x)f  kxi,nl, xj,~2) 
and reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [5] (see relation (7) there), we obtain 
J~n2 ',--/ 2 " 0x20Y2 j=l k i=l i'nl 
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Denoting G(y) = '~1-1)/2 h (0). ~xg) f(O, y), we get 
04F,,,,,,2(f)(O, O) = V" h( 2)'' (0)G (x! 2) 
Ox20y2 A.~ a,n2 \ a,n~ )
j= l  
(n2-1) /2 
j= l  
'~'j,n2 k'a)'~'i,nl \ v l~x(2)  * 
j= l  i=1 ~,'~2 u ~,"1 J 
Therefore, again by relation (7) of [5] and by hypothesis, we obtain 
04Fn"n2(f)(O'O) > c3A1A2nln~.~ Z~(1)  x(2) A2,V _ _  
"'i,nl''',n 2 -  (2) (X(.2) X!I) ~2 
Ox2Oy2 -- i=1 j----1 J xJ'"2 \ 3,nl ~,n2] 
> o. (3) 
So it follows that F,~,n2(f)(x,y) is strictly double convex in aneighborhood of (0,0). Let 
04F-1,-2 (I) (C~m,n2, f~n~,n:) be the nearest root of ox2ay~ to (0, 0), in the sense that the distance dnl,n2 = 
~/O/2 2 +f~,n2  is minimum for all the roots of 04F"'"~(I) Then, for all (x,y) E V(0,0) = 
n l  ,n2 DX20Y "~ 
04 Fnl ,n.~ (f)(x,y) {(x, y) E R2; V /~ + y2 < dnl,n:}, we necessarily have > 0. By the mean value Ox20y 2 
theorem for bivariate functions, we get 
04Fro,n2 (f)(0, 0) 
Ox20y 2 = Ox20y2 -- 
7) I < I" OzZOy2 
+ [~nl,n2" lOSFn~'n2(f)(" ~]) 3 
[0 5Fn,, n2(f)(~'~?) + <- Idn~,n2 ]" Ox30y2 
COX2 0y  2 
105fm,n2 (f)(~, 77) 
Ox20y 3 ] " 
Because 'degree (Fnl,n2 (f)) < 2nl 1 + 2n2 1 2nl + 2n2 - 2, we have degree (05F"1'"2 (I)) < _ -- -- = \ DxaOy2 -- 
2hi + 2n2 7, degree (05F"1'"2 (I) ~ < 2hi + 2n2 -- 7. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [5], we can -- ~x2Dy3 / -- 
assume that the interval of convexity cannot be larger than [-cl/nl, cl/nl] × [-c2/n2, c2/n2]. 
Consequently, we may assume that Idnl,n2 ]<_ c/min{nl, n2}. 
Now, by the Bernstein theorem in [10, p. 136, relation (8)], we obtain 
05fnl 'n2 (f)(~' ~]) II _< c (2nl + 2n2 - 7) (2nl + 2n2 -- 6) (2nl + 2n2 -- 5) 
x (2nl + 2n2 -- 4) (2nl + 2n2 - 3) • IIFnl,n211C([-1,1lx[-1,1]) 
<_ c(nl + n2) 5" HFnl,n211c([-1,1]×[-i,1]). 
hj,,~2(y ) are h~,nl (x) and >_ 0, But because by [11], the fundamental interpolation polynomials (1) (2) 
Vi = 1,nl, Vj  = 1,n2, V(x,y) E [-1,1] x [-1, 1], denoting M I = Hflle([-1,1]×[-1,1]), it follows 
I c95Fnl'n2(f)(~'~) I < c(n l + n2)SMi ,  
Ox3 Ggy2 
05Fn l 'n2( f ) (~ '~)  < C(n l  -{- n2)  5 i f ,  
~ - 
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and consequently, 
04Fnl,n~(f)(0'0) < cl(nl + n2)5dnl,n2, 
Ox20y2 
where  cf > 0 is independent of nl and n2 (but dependent on f) .  
Combining this estimate with (3), we easily get the lower estimate for Idnl,n2] in the statement 
of Theorem 2.6. 
REMARKS. 
(1) As in the univariate case, the neighborhood V(0,0) of preservation of strict convexity 
depends on f also. 
(2) The estimate of ]d,l,n 2 ] in the bivariate case seems to be weaker, in a sense, than that 
of the univariate case, because it was not yet proved to be a Stechkin-type inequality for 
bivariate polynomials. That would be useful for a better estimate. 
(3) If f :  [-1, 1] x [-1,1] --* R is strictly double convex on [-1, 1] x [-1, 1], then condition (2) is 
obviously satisfied, and consequently, Fnl,n2 (f)(x, y) preserve the strictly double convexity 
in a disc centered at (0, 0), having for its ray [dn,,n2[ the lower estimate of Theorem 2.6. 
(4) Let Fn,,n2(f)(x,y) be given by (1), based on the roots _(1) i = 1,nl,  and x ~2) j -- 
~i~n I , 3~7%2 '
p(A~) r)(A2) 1, n2 of the Al-ultraspherical polynomials. ~1 and A2-ultraspherical polynomials rn2 , 
respectively, where A1, )~2 • [0, 1]. Because by [11], the polynomials h! 1) (x~ (2) *,hi, ,, hj,~2(Y) -> 0, 
Vi = 1,nl, Vj = 1,n2, V(z,y)  • [-1, 1] × [-1, 1], by the formulas 
nl r n2 0ph(2) , , 1 
OPFnl,n2(f)(x,Y) -= ~ hi,hi(X)(1, [j_~ "J'n2(Y) f \(X!i)*,n,' X~n)2)[ , 
OyP i= 1 OyP 
] J 
p = 1, 2, from the univariate case in [5], the following results are immediate. 
If f (x ,  y) is nondecreasing with respect o y E [-1, 1] (for all fixed x e [-1, 1]), then for 
(2) nl, n2 E N and ~ root of P~2 (y), Fnl,n2 (f)(x, y) is nondecreasing with respect o 
(5) 
n7+2~,--- ~ ,  'r] + 7+2"72 ' "162 
for all fixed x E [-1, 1] (here c n and 72 are given by Corollary 2.4). 
If f (x,  y) is strictly convex with respect o y E [-1, 1] (for all fixed x E [-1, 1]), then for 
all nl E N, arbitrary and n2 E N, n2 _> 3, n2 odd number, there exists a neighborhood V(0) 
of 0, such that for all fixed x E [-1, 1], F,~l,n2(f)(x , y) is strictly convex with respect o 
v e v(0). 
Similar results hold if we consider OPF.~,,,~ (I)(x,u) 0zp , p = 1, 2. 
All the results above can easily be extended for n variables, n > 2. 
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